PACLINE offers custom design services.

- Carton and tray carriers come in a wide range of designs depending on your specific need: single carton hooks, dual carton hooks, trays for multiple cartons or gondolas with multi-levels.
- Various drip trays can be added to maintain the sanitary conditions required in produce packing.
- Special protective guarding made from nylon mesh, steel mesh or sheet metal may be added to a system to help ensure worker safety in certain situations.
- Conveyor can be supported from the ceiling using standard PACLINE components or from any number of custom floor supports.

PACLINE CONVEYORS is ISO 9001 Certified

The Pac-Line™ Enclosed Track Conveyor

- Simple and cost effective. Bolted connections with no welding required makes installing the Pac-Line™ quick and easy. You can install it yourself!
- Versatile. With a wide variety of horizontal and vertical curves, the Pac-Line™ offers great flexibility when installed in compact spaces or around existing equipment.
- Safe. The enclosed track design means the Pac-Line™ chain wheels are completely covered and away from workers’ fingers.

Large inventory of conveyor components stocked. Fast delivery on complete systems or small parts.
High volume apple sheds have been utilizing PACLINE overhead conveyors to help reduce labor costs and increase profits.

Centralize Carton Forming
It is inefficient for packing operators to be forming cartons and trays while packing produce at the same time. By separating and centralizing the carton and tray forming operations you can improve productivity substantially.

Adding an automated carton former allows even greater gains in productivity.

Automate Carton Delivery
Overhead conveyors are the most flexible conveyors available. They can be routed to incline, decline or wind around equipment easily and without additional drives.

They can also be ceiling mounted to leave the floor area free and clear. Or, if needed, the overhead conveyor can be installed to run directly over the packing line and floor equipment.

Reduce Congestion at Packing Lines
Packing lines are busy areas. Adding cartons, trays and other packing material just adds to the confusion.

By removing empty cartons, trays and pallets, the packers become more organized resulting in a better work environment and higher productivity.

Produce like peaches are highly perishable and need to be packed out quickly and carefully. PACLINE can enhance your current operation by supplying an overhead conveyor that will improve speed and efficiency while maintaining the sanitary conditions required.

An organized packing area is safer and more productive.
High volume apple sheds have been utilizing PA CLINE overhead conveyors to help reduce labor costs and increase profits.

Centralize Carton Forming
It is inefficient for packing operators to be forming cartons and trays while packing produce at the same time. By separating and centralizing the carton and tray forming operations, you can improve productivity substantially.

Adding an automated carton former allows even greater gains in productivity.

Automate Carton Delivery
Overhead conveyors are the most flexible conveyors available. They can be routed to incline, decline or wind around equipment easily and without additional drives.

They can also be ceiling mounted to leave the floor area free and clear. Or, if needed, the overhead conveyor can be installed to run directly over the packing line and floor equipment.

Reduce Congestion at Packing Lines
Packing lines are busy areas. Adding cartons, trays, and other packing material just adds to the confusion. By removing empty cartons, trays, and pallets, the packers become more organized resulting in a better work environment and higher productivity.

Vegetable growers often pack a variety of produce at one facility. PA CLINE systems with custom carriers allow packers to choose from multiple carton sizes as needed in the packing process.

Produce like peaches are highly perishable and need to be packed out quickly and carefully. PA CLINE can enhance your current operation by supplying an overhead conveyor that will improve speed and efficiency while maintaining the sanitary conditions required.

Multiple shipping cartons being conveyed over sorting line on an empty carton carrier. Chain has special “drip” trays to prevent contamination of the produce below.

An organized packing area is safer and more productive.
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